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How do we investigate automorphism groups of a compact Riemann surface X? We consider 
them identified with the groups in GL(g, C). Here g (22) is the genus of X. A group AG of auto- 
morphisms of X can be represented as a subgroup R(X,AG) of GL(g, C). Our main target is the 
classification of the GL(g, Q-conjugate classes of R(X,AG). In order to do that, we apply the 
RH, the CY, and the EX-condition to a subgroup of GL(g, C) and check up on whether the group 
satisfies these conditions or not. In this way, we have a complete classification of the automor- 
phism groups for g=3 and 4. 
Introduction 
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g 2 2. A group AG of automor- 
phisms of Xcan be represented as a subgroup R(X,AG) of GL(g, C), since elements 
of AG act on the g-dimensional module of abelian differentials on X. The purpose 
of this paper is to determine in the cases g = 3 and 4 all subgroups of GL(g, C) which 
are conjugate to R(X,AG) for some X and some AG. For g= 2 the same problem 
was already solved (see [ 10,111). The classification of automorphism groups of com- 
pact Riemann surfaces was carried out by many mathematicians (for example, 
[1,3,4,13,16,17]). The standpoint of our study, however, is a little different and 
might shed new light on the classical results. The classification in the case g = 5 along 
the present line will appear elsewhere. 
Preliminaries 
Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(g, C) and let H be a non-trivial cyclic subgroup 
of G. Define two sets CY(G), CY(G;H) by 
CY(G) = {K: K is a non-trivial cyclic subgroup of G}, 
CY(G;H)= {KECY(G);K>H,K#H}. 
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If every element of CY(G) is GL(g,C)-conjugate to a subgroup arising from a 
Riemann surface of genus g, we say that G satisfies the CY-condition. We can 
characterize G which satisfies the CY-condition when G is cyclic (see [12]). If G 
satisfies the CY-condition, then Tr(o) + Tr(a-‘) is an integer for any element (T of 
G. In general, if Tr(o)+Tr(a-‘) is an integer for any QE G, then we say that G 
satisfies the condition (E). When G satisfies condition (E), we define as in [lo] the 
following: 
g,(G) = (l/#G) Coeo Tr(a), where #G means the order of G. 
r(H)=2-{Tr(a)+Tr(o-‘)}, where H=(a). 
r*(N, G) = r(H) - CK r,(K; G), where K runs over CY(G; H). 
I(N; G) = r&H; G)/[N,(H) : H], where N,(H) is the normalizer of H in G. 
If G satisfies condition (E) and I(H, G) is a non-negative integer for any HE CY(G), 
then we say that G satisfies the RH-condition. 
Assume that G satisfies the RH-condition and let {Hi, . . . ,H,} be a set of repre- 
sentatives of the G-conjugacy classes of CY(G). Let 
RH(G) = [g,,#G;n, ,..., n, ,..., n, ,..., n,] 
where nj (= #Hi) appears I (Hi; G) times (15 i 5 s). Then we have 
2g-2 = n(2g,-2)+n C I(H;; G){l-(l/n,)} 
where it = #G. We call this the Riemann-Hurwitz relation (see [lo]). 
Obviously, R(X,AG) satisfies both the CY- and the RH-condition. 
Assume that G satisfies both the CY- and the RH-condition. Let RH(G) be 
RI-I(G) = ko,n;el,...,e,l 
and let r be a Fuchsian group, 
with relations 
z7;yjz7,go[ai, pi] = I, $1 = .** = y: = I. 
Then if there exists a surjective homomorphism 0 : T-t G such that #(@(yj)> = ej 
and 2-2 Re(Tr(@(yj)))>O (1 sjsr), we say that G satisfies the EX-condition. If 
G satisfies the EX-condition, there exist an X and an AG (CAut(X)) isomorphic 
to G (cf. [l]). We want to show that there exists an R(X, AG) which is GL(g, C)- 
conjugate to G for a @ (see [3,12,15] and [ll, p. 291). This will be easily shown by 
our method when g < 5 and moreover, when g 5 4, the EX-condition is derived from 
the CY-condition and the RH-condition, though this fact is not expected when g = 5. 
We carry out the classification according to the following arrangement. First, we 
consider n = #G which satisfies the Riemann-Hurwitz relation. Secondly, we con- 
sider cyclic groups which satisfy the CY-condition. We can construct these groups 
by [12, Lemma 2.13, p. 631. Note that the maximum of orders of automorphisms of 
Riemann surfaces of genus g is 4g+2 (cf. [3,16]). Thirdly, as the main part of this 
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paper, all groups are solvable except when n = 168 (for g= 3) and n = 60, 120 (for 
g = 4) and so we can apply results on normalizers for the construction of groups. 
Note that the maximum of orders of abelian groups of automorphisms of Riemann 
surfaces of genus g is 4g+4 (cf. [14]). 
1. Caseg=3 
Notation. &=exp(2ni/n), o=[s. A(l, 1, l)=Z, .Z=(-1)Z. 
a 0 0 I 1 A(a,b,c)= 0 b 0 , 
lo 0 cJ 
where a=(-l+i)/2. 
0 a 0 
B(a,b,c) = i b 0 0 1 , 
0 0 c 
where a = <,” - &, b = [: - I$, c = [G - [:. In this paper, G, -G, means that G, is 
GL(g, Q-conjugate to G, and o $ G means that o does not belong to G. No,(G) 
and Co,(G) mean the normalizer and centralizer of G in GL(g,C) respectively. 
Proposition 1.1 (See [5] .). Let G be a cyclic subgroup ofGL(3, G) of order n which 
satisfies both the CY- and the RH-condition. Then G is GL(3, Q-conjugate to one 
of the following groups: 
(a) n=2. 
(1) H&2) = (J); W, 2; 2,2,2,2,2,2,2,21. 
(2) G(2,2)=(A(-1, -1,l)); [1,2;2,2,2,2]. 
(3) H(2,2x2)=(A(l,l,-1)); [2,2;...]. 
(b) n=3. 
(1) G(3,3)=(A(e~0~,o)); [0,3;3,3,3,3,31. 
(2) G(3,3x2)=(A(w,~~,l)); [1,3;3,3]. 
(c) n=4. 
(1) G(4,8)=(A(i,-i,l)); [1,4;2,2]. 
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(2) G(4, 16) = (A(i, i, -1)); [0,4; 4,4,4,4]. 
(3) H(4,4) = (A(i, -i, i)); [0,4; 2,2,2,4,4]. 
(4) H(4,16)=(A(i,-i,-1)); [0,4;4,4,4,4]. 
(d) n=6. Put [=&. 
(1) G(6,6)=(A(5,~5,?)); tO,6;2,3,3,61. 
(2) H(6,12)=(A(r,r5,-l)); [%6;2,2,6,61. 
(e) n=7. Put [=c,. 
(1) H(7,14)= (A(C, c2, C3)>; [O, 7; 777771. 
(2) G(7,168)= (-W,C2,54)>; P,7;7,7,71. 
(f) n=8. Put <=&. 
(1) G(8,96)=(A(r,5’,r2)); 10,8;4,8,81. 
(2) H(8, =)= (A([, C3, C2)>; PA 8; 47% 81. 
(g) n =9. Put c=cs. 
(1) G(9,9) = (A([, c2, c4)>; [O, 9; 399991. 
(h) n=12. Put [=c12. 
(I) G(12,48) = (AK5, c, c2)>; I&12; 3,4,121. 
(2) m2,24) = (A([, ~5, ~3)); ]O, 12; 2,12,121. 
(i) n=14. Put [=c14. 
(1) H(L4,14) = (A(<, r3, Jz9)>; IO, 14; 2,7,141. 
Proposition 1.2. Let G be a non-cyclic subgroup of GL(3,C) of order n =2p 
(p 22) which satisfies both CY- and RH-conditions. Then G is GL(3, C)-conjugate 
to one of the following groups: 
(a) n=4. 
(1) G(4,4)=(G(2,2),A(l,-1,-l)); [0,4;2,2,2,2,2,21. 
(2) H(4,8)=(G(2,2),A(-l,l,l)); [1,4;2,21. 
(3) H(2 x 2,2 x 2) = (.I, G(2,2); [0,4; 2,2,2,2,2,2]. 
(b) n=8. 
(1) G(8,8)=(G(4,8),Wl,l,-1)); [0,8;2,2,2,2,21. 
(2) H(8,8) = W(2 x 2,2 x 2), A(-1, 1,l)); [0,8; 2,2,2,2,2]. 
(3) H(4 x 2,4 x 2) = (H(4,4), G(2,2)); [0,8; 2,2,4,4]. 
(4) G(8/1,16)=(G(4,8),B(i,i, 1)); [1,8;2]. 
(5) H(8/1,16)=(G(4,8),B(l, 1,l)); [1,8;2]. 
(6) G(8,16) = (G(4,16), G(4,8)); LO, 8; T&4,41. 
(7) H(2~4,16)=(G(2,2),H(4,16)); [0,8;2,2,4,4]. 
(8) H(8,16)=(H(4,16),B(l, 1, -1)); [0,8;2,2,4,4]. 
(c) n=16. 
(1) G(16,16)=(G(4,16),A(l,-l,-l),B(l,l,-1)); [0,16;2,2,2,4]. 
(2) H(16,16)=(J,H(4,16),B(1,1,1)); [0,16;2,2,2,4]. 
(3) H(2~8,32)=(J,H(8,32)); [0,16;2,8,8]. 
(4) G(4~4,96)= (G(4, 16),A(i, -i,i)); [0,16;4,4,4]. 
(5) G(16,96)=(A(-l,l,-l),B(l,i,i)); [0,16;2,8,8]. 
(6) H(16,32) = (H(4,16), B(i, i, i)); [0,16; 4,4,4]. 
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(d) n=32. 
(1) H(32,32) = (H(8,32),B(l, 1,l)); [0,32; 2,4,8]. 
(2) G(32,96)=(B(l,i,i),B(l,l,-1)); [0,32;2,4,8]. 
Proof. We shall prove case (d). The proof of the other cases is similar and omitted. 
By considering RH(G) we see that G has a cyclic subgroup Q of order 8. Since G 
is solvable, G contains a normal subgroup N of order 16. Since G is a nilpotent 
group, we see that No(Q)$Q. Hence by considering RH(N), we see that H= 
H(2 x 8,32) or G(16,96). If N=H(2 x 8,32), we have Co,(N) = (A(& 6, c)} and 
N&N) = (B(1, 1,l)). Co,(N). Consider g E Nor(N) such that g $ N and g* EN. 
Then we may assume g = B(1, l,l). Thus we obtain G - H(32,32). If N= G(16,96), 
we see that C&N)= {A( a, a, c)} and NoL(N) = G(32,96) Co,(N). Consider g E 
NoL(N) such that g $ N and g* EN. We may then assume g = B( 1, 1, - 1). Thus we 
obtain G - G(32,96). 0 
Proposition 1.3. Let G be a non-cyclic subgroup of GL(3,C) of order n =2p3q 
(p, q> 1) which satisfies both CY- and RH-conditions. Then #G cannot be 18, 36 
or 72 and G is GL(3, C)-conjugate to one of the following groups: 
(a) n=6. 
(1) G(3!,3!)=(G(3,3~2),&1,1,-1)); [0,6;2,2,2,2,3]. 
(2) H(3!,12)=(G(3,3~2),B(l,l,l)); [1,6;3]. 
(b) n=12. 
(1) H(12,12) = (H(6,12), B(1, 1,l)); [0,12; 2,2,2,6]. 
(2) G(12,24)=(G(2,2), C(l, 1,l)); [0,12;2,2,3,3]. 
(3) H(3 x 4,24) = (H(6, 12), B(i, i, -i)); [0, 12; 4,4,6]. 
(c) n=24. 
(1) H(24,24)=(H(12,24),B(l,l,l)); [0,24;2,4,12]. 
(2) G(24,24)= (B(-1, 1, l), C(l, 1, 1)); [0,24; 2,2,2,3]. 
(3) H(24,48)=(B(-1, 1, -l), C(l, 1, 1)); [0,24; 3,3,6]. 
(4) H(2~12,48)=(G(2,2),C(-1,-1,-l)); [0,24;2,6,6]. 
(5) G(24,48) = (G(4,8),K); [0,24; 3,3,6]. 
(d) n=48. 
(1) G(48,48)=(G(8, 16),K); [0,48;2,3, 121. 
(2) H(48,48) = (B(-1, 1, l), C(-1, -1, -1)); [0,48; 2,4,6]. 
(3) G(48,96)= (G(4, 16), C(l, 1, 1)); [0,48; 3,3,4]. 
(e) n=96. 
(1) G(96)=(B(l,i,i),C(l, 1, 1)); [0,96;2,3,8]. 
Proof. We shall prove (d). The proof of the other cases is similar and omitted. G 
must have a normal subgroup N of order 24 or 16. 
(i) #N= 24. Then N= G(24,24), H(24,24), G(24,48), H(2 x 12,48) or H(24,48). 
If N= G(24,24) or H(2 x 12,48), then N&N) = N{A(a, a, a)}. Consider g E NoL(N) 
such that g e N and g2 EN. Then g = J. Hence G- H(48,48). If N= H(24,48), then 
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Nor(N) = H(48,48)&4( a, a, a)}. Consider gENo,(N) such that gbN and g* EN. 
Then we may assume g=B(l,l,l). Thus G-N(48,48). If N=N(24,24), then 
RH(N) = [0,24; 2,4, 121. Hence RH(G) must be [0,48;2,3,12]. This is absurd. If 
N= G(24,48), then RH(N) = [0,24; 3,3,6]. Hence RH(G) = [0,48; 2,3,12]. Consider 
g as above. Then g=A(i,i,-1). Hence G-G(48,48). 
(ii) #N= 16. We assume that G does not contain a subgroup of order 24. N is 
one of G(16,16), H(16,16), H(2x 8,32), G(4x4,96), G(16,96) and H(16,32). 
Consider gEN&N) such that g@N and g3=Z. If N=G(16,16), then No,(N)= 
No,G(8/1,16). Hence G has a subgroup of order 24. This contradicts our as- 
sumption. If N=H(16,16), then g is a diagonal matrix. Hence G must have a sub- 
group of order 24. Thus we exclude this case. If N= H(2 x 8,32), then RH(N) = 
[0,16;2,8,8]. From RH(G) we see that this case does not happen. If N= G(4 x 4,96), 
then NoL(N) = (B(1, 1, l), C(l, 1, l)){A(a, b, c)}. Hence if g is diagonal, then 
gA(i, i, - 1) gives a contradiction. Since #(g> = 3, if g is of type C(a, b, c), then g is 
C&l, 1). In this case we see that G-G(48,96). If N= G(16,96), then NoL(N)c 
@(l, 1, l)){&, b, c)}. S’ mce #(g> = 3, we see that g is diagonal. Then gA(i, -i, 1) 
gives a contradiction. If N=H(16,32), then for the same reason as in the case 
N= G( 16,96) we have a contradiction. 
Now, if #G = 18, then Co,G(9,9) = NoLG(9, 9) = {A(a, 6, c)}. Hence G is cyclic. 
This is absurd. From RH(G), we see that #G = 36 does not occur. If #G = 72, then 
G has a normal subgroup N of order 36 or 24. Since #N= 36 is impossible, we 
assume #N= 24. Then N is one of G(24,24), H(24,24), G(24,48), H(2 x 12,48) and 
H(24,48). From RH(N) only N= G(24,24) is possible. However, if N= G(24,24), 
then No,(N) =N. Car(N). Consider g E Nor(N) such that g $ N and g3 = I. Then 
g =.Z. This is absurd. 0 
Proposition 1.4. Let G be a non-cyclic subgroup of GL(3, C) of order 21, 42 or 168 
which satisfies both CY- and RH-conditions. Then #G cannot be 42 and G is 
GL(3, C)-conjugate to one of the following groups: 
(a) G(21,168)=(G(7,168),C(l, 1,l)); [0,21;3,3,7]. 
(b) G(168)=(G(7,168),L); [0,168;2,3,7]. 
Proof. If #G = 21, then G has a normal subgroup N of order 7. Then N= G(7,168) 
or N(7,14). Consider g E N&N) such that g $ N and g3 = I. Since NoLH(7, 14) is 
diagonal and NorG(7,168) = (C(1, 1, l)){A(a, b,c)}, we see that N= G(7,168) and 
so g= C(l, l,l). Thus G- G(21,168). If #G=42, G has a subgroup of order 14 
(resp. 21) which is conjugate to H(14,14) (resp. G(21,168)). However, all 7-Sylow 
subgroups are G-conjugate. This is a contradiction. 
If #G = 168, G is isomorphic to PSL(2,7). In fact, we see easily that any 7-Sylow 
subgroup, any 3-Sylow subgroup and any 2-Sylow subgroup are not normal in G. 
Further we see that G>G(21,168). Thus comparing characters of G and G(168) we 
see that G-G(168). See also [9] and [2, p. 961. 0 
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We have considered all groups whose orders satisfy the Riemann-Hurwitz rela- 
tion. 
It is easy to see the following proposition. The proof is omitted. 
Proposition 1.5. We have an inclusion (up to GL(3, C)-conjugate) relation among 
groups obtained in Propositions 1.1-1.4 as follows: 
(I) Hyperelliptic case. 
(1) H(48;48) > {H(24,48), H(2 x 12,48)}. 
(2) H(24,24) > (H(3 x 4,24), H(12,24)}. 
(3) H(32,32)> {H(16,32), H(8,32), H(4,16), H(2 x 8,32), H(16,16), H(8,16), 
H(8/1,16), H(2 x 4,16)}. 
(4) H(12,12)> (H(6,12), H((3!, 12)). 
(5) H(8,8) 3 H(4,8). 
(6) H(4 x 2,4 x 2) > {H(4,4), H(2 x 2,2 x 2), H(2,2 x 2), H(2,2)}. 
(7) H(14,14)>H(7, 14). 
(II) Non-hyperelliptic case. 
(1) G(168)>{G(21,168), G(7,168)}. 
(2) G(96)>{G(32,96), G(16,96), G(8,96), G(48,96), G(4x4,96)}. 
(3) G(48,48) > {G(24,48), G(12,48), G(6,6)}. 
(4) G(24,24)>G(12,24). 
(5) G(l6,16)1{G(8,16), G(4,16), G&8), G(4,8), GWl, 161, G(4,4), G(2,2)}. 
(6) G(9,9)>G(3,3). 
(7) G(3!,3!)>G(3,3x2). 
Now, we shall show that the left-hand groups of Proposition 1.5 satisfy the EX- 
condition. We construct C$ :r+ G as follows: 
(I) (1) H(48,48). 
@(y,)=C(-1, -1, -l), @(Y2)=m -1, -11, fm3)=m 1, -1). 
(2) H(24,24). Put c=[i2. 
@(Y,)=A(US,r3), @(Y2)=w5,Lc3), W3)=N-L -1, -1). 
(3) H(32,32). Put [ = cs. 
O(Vl) =B(C2, r”, -l), HY2) =m3, L C2), 003) =4T5, r7, r2>. 
(4) H(12, 12). ht [=c(j. 
@oJ,)=mP, -11, Gm2)=WC5L -1h O(Y3)=&-1, -1, -11, @04)=J. 
The other cases are quite easy and omitted. 
(II) (1) G(168). Put r=r7. 
@oQ =L W2) =L * (A(6 r2, C4N3, 003) = (A(L r29 14N4. 
(2) G(96). 
@(IQ) =D(-1, -LO, @(y2) = C(1, 1, l), @(y3) =B(L -1, -0. 
(3) G(48,48). PUL a=(-1 +ij/2. 
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4w3)=W, -1, -1). 
(4) G(24,24). 
@(vl)=w, 1,1), @(Y2)=-4-l9-1,1), @(Y3)=m1,-1), Ge‘d=W-1,-L-1). 
The other cases are quite easy and omitted. We owe Kimura for the expression 
in G(168). 
It remains to show that these groups G are GL(3, C)-conjugate to R(X, AG) 
for some X of genus 3 and some AG (CAut(X)). That is, for every 0 of 
G = (@(a;), @(pi), @(yj)), Tr(a) is equal to the trace of the corresponding element of 
R(X, AG). However, this is easy as we see from the concrete expression of elements 
of the groups. 
[ll, p. 291. 
Indeed, in order to see that we may apply the formula given in 
This formula is available for arbitrary g 2 2 and very convenient. 
2. Case g=4 
Notation. 
0 b 0 0 
E(a,hc,d) = o o c o , 
Id o o OJ 
(0 0 a 01 
G(a,b,c,d) = 
1: : : :I? 
Id o o OJ 
(a 0 0 07 
M(a,b,c,d) = 
W, b, c, d) = 
FM, 6, c, d 1 = 
0 a 0 0 
b 0 0 0 
0 0 c 0 
0 0 0 d 
H(a, b,c,d) = 
, 
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Here 
with [=cs and h=l/fl. 
Proposition 2.1 (See [8] .). Let G be a cyclic subgroup of GL(4, C) of order n which 
satisfies both CY- and RH-conditions. Then G is GL(4, Q-conjugate to one of the 
following groups: 
(a) n=2. 
(1) H(2)=(J); [0,2;2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,21. 
(2) G,(2)=(A(-1,-l,-1,l)); [1,2;2,2,2,2,2,2]. 
(3) G(2)=(A(l,l,-1,--l)) [2,2;2,2]. 
(b) n=3. 
(1) G(3,2~3)=(A(o~*,l,l)); [2,2;...]. 
(2) G1(3)=C4(~0,0*,1)); [1,3;3,3,31. 
(3) G(3)=64(o,o,w,0*)); [0,3;3,3,3,3,3,31. 
(4) G2(3)=(A(o,o,~*,0*)); [0,3;3,3,3,3,3,31. 
(c) n=4. 
(1) H(4)=(A(i,i,-i,-i)); [0,4;2,2,2,2,4,4]. 
(2) G(4)=(A(i,i,-i,-1)); [0,4;2,4,4,4,4]. 
(3) G(4,8)= (A(i, -i, -1,l)); [l, 4; 4,4]. 
(d) n=5. Put [=&. 
(1) G(5)=(A(M,~2,<3)); tO,5;5,5,5,51. 
(2) H(5,20)= (A(c, c*, c3, c4)>; [O, 5; 5,5,5,51. 
(3) G(5,5~2)=(N,~*,<~,~~)) [0,5;5,5,5,51. 
(e) n=6. Put [=&. 
(1) G,(6)=(A(r,r,52,--1)); [0,6;2,6,6,61. 
(2) G(6,2x6)=MUS, -1,l)); [1,6;2,21. 
(3) H(6) = MC, 5, c5, - 1)); [O, 6; 2,2,2,3,61. 
(4) G(6) = (A(<, c, c4, c’)>; [O, 6; 2,2,3,3,31. 
(5) G(6,4 x 3) = (A([, c, c*, c4)>; [O, 6; 39396361. 
(6) G(6,6x2)=(A(r,r2,r4,r5)); [0,6;3,3,6,61. 
(f) n=8. Put c=&. 
(1) H&16) = (A([, c3, c5, <‘)>; [O, 8; 2,2,8,81. 
(g) n=9. Put [=cs. 
(1) H(9,18) = (A([, C*, C3, C4)>; [O, 9; 939991. 
(h) n=lO. Put [=[lo. 
(1) H(10, 20) = (A([, r’, r3, C9)>; IO, 10; 2,2,5,51. 
(2) N(10,40) = MC, c*, r3, 0; [O, 10; 5,10,101. 
(3) G(10) = (A([, C*, C4, C’)>; to, 10; 5,10,101. 
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(i) n=12. Put [=<12. 
(1) G(12,8 x 9) = <A(<, c’, (‘3 c4)>; 10, 12; 3, 12, 121. 
(2) GW = (A(<, C’, C2, C3)>; W, 12; 476,121. 
(j) n=15. Put [=c15. 
(1) G(15)= (A(c, c2, c8, 5% LO, 15; 3,5,151. 
(k) n=16. Put c=c16. 
(1) H(16,32) = <A([, c3, c5, 1’)); 10316; 2,163 161. 
(1) n=18. Put [=c18. 
(1) H(18) = (A([, c3, c5, c’)>; [O, 18; 2,9,181. 
Note. (2) and (3) in (d) are the same. However, it should be noted that we have 
v,=v2=l, v3=v4=4 for (2) and v,=l, v2=2, v,=3, v4=4 in the Eichler trace 
formula. See [12, Lemma 2.1, p. 581. 
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a non-cyclic subgroup of GL(4, C) of order n = 2p 
(p 2 2) or n = 3q (412) which satisfies both CY- and RH-conditions. Then #G 
cannot be 27 and G is GL(4, C)-conjugate to one of the following groups: 
(a) n=4. 
(1) G(2~2)=(G(2),G,(2)); [0,4;2,2,2,2,2,2,21. 
(2) H(2 x 2) = (G(2), H(2)); [O, 4; 2,2,2,2,2,2,21. 
(3) G(2+2)=(G(2),A(l,-l,-1,l)) [1,4;2,2,2]. 
(b) n=8. 
(1) G(8,8)=(G(4,8),B(l,l,-l,-l)); [0,8;2,2,2,2,41. 
(2) H&8) = W(4), C(1, 1,1,1)); W, 8; 2,2,2,2,41. 
(3) H(2 x 4,2 x 4) = (H(4), C(i, i, i, i)); [0,8; 2,4,4,4]. 
(c) n=16. 
(1) H(16,16)= (H(8, 16), C(l, 1, 1,l)); [0, 16;2,2,2,8]. 
(2) H(8 x 2,32) = (H(8, 16), C(-1, 1, -1, 1)); [0, 16; 4,4,8]. 
(d) n = 32. 
(1) H(32,32)=(H(16,32), C(l, 1, 1, 1)); [10,32;2,4, 161. 
(e) n=9. 
(1) G(9,18)=(G(3,2~3),G(3)); [0,9;3,3,3,3]. 
(2) G(9,9~4)=(G(3,2~3),A(l,l,o,0~)); [0,9;3,3,3,3]. 
Proof. We shall prove (b). The proof of the other cases is similar and omitted. 
First, assume that G is abelian. All we have to do is to consider G of type 
(4,2) by considering RH(G). Put G= (gi> X (g2), where #(gi> =4, #(g2) =2. 
Then (gi) =H(4), G(4) or G(4,8). We see that there exists no g2 by considering 
N&(g,)) in each case. Secondly, assume that G is not abelian. Hence G has 
an element of order 4. G contains a normal subgroup N of order 4. Consider 
gENor(N) such that g@N and g2EN. If N=H(4), then g=C(l,l, 1,l) or 
C(i,i,i,i). From the former, we have G-H(8,8). From the latter, we have 
G-H(2 x 4,2 x 4). If N= G(4), there exists no g. If N= G(4,8), we may assume 
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g=B(l, 1,-l, -1) and so we have G-G(8,8). 
Now, assume that #G = 27. G has a normal subgroup N of order 9. N= H(9,18), 
G(9,18) or G(9,9 x 4). By considering NoL(N), we see that G is abelian. This is 
absurd. For #G =2p (pr6), RH(G) shows that there exists no such case. For 
#G = 3p (pr4), there exists no such case by RH(G). 0 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a non-cyclic subgroup of GL(4, C) of order n = 5k (kr 2) 
which satisfies both CY- and RH-conditions. Then #G cannot be 15, 30, 45 or 90 
and G is GL(4, Q-conjugate to one of the following groups: 
(a) n=lO. 
(1) H(5x2,10)=(H(5,20),C(1,1,1,1)); [0,10;2,2,5,5]. 
(2) G(5~2)=(G(5,5~2),C(l,l,l,l)); [0,10;2,2,5,5]. 
(b) n=20. 
(1) H(20,20)=(H(10,20),C(1,1,1,1)); [0,20;2,2,2,5]. 
(2) H(5 x 40) = (H(5,20), C(1) - 1) 1, - 1)); [O, 20; 4,4,5]. 
(3) G(20,120) = (G(5,5 x2),D(l, 1, 1,l)); [O, 20; 4,4,5]. 
(4) H(2x10,40)=UY(10,40),A(1,-1,1,-1)); [0,20;2,10,10]. 
(c) n =40. 
(1) H(40)=(H(10,40),C(l, 1, 1,l)); [0,40;2,4, lo]. 
(d) n=60. 
(1) G(60,120)=(G(5,5~2),L); [0,60;2,5,5]. 
(e) n=120. 
(1) G(120)=(G(60, 12O),D(l, l,l, 1)); [0,120;2,4,5]. 
Proof. We shall prove (c) and (e). The proof of the other cases is similar and 
omitted. 
(c) G has a normal subgroup N of order 8 or 20. If #N= 8, G has five distinct 
groups which are conjugate to N. This is absurd. Hence we may assume #N=20. 
Then N=H(20,20), H(5 x 4,40), G(20,120) or H(2x 10,40). If G does not 
contain J, then N= G(20,120). Consider g E No,(N) such that g E N and g2 d N. 
Then g = J. This is a contradiction. Hence G contains J. By considering N&N), 
we see that each of N=H(20,20), H(5 x 4,40), H(2x 10,40) gives H(40). 
(e) G is unsolvable. In fact, since #G = 8 x 5 x 3, if G is solvable, then G contains 
a subgroup of order 15 which is conjugate to G(15). This is absurd. Indeed, 
RH(G(lS))= [0,15; 3,5,15]. Now, an unsolvable group of order 120 is isomorphic 
to one of the following: 
(i) SL(2,5), (ii) d5 x C2, (iii) Y5. 
In case (i), G contains a subgroup of order 20, i.e., (2,2,5>. Hence G >H(5 x 4,40). 
So we may assume that J and A(w, u2, 1,l) belong to G. Then G has an element 
of order 6 which is non-existent. In case (ii), G contains a subgroup isomorphic to 
D10 x C2. So we may assume that J and A(o, 02, 1,l) belong to G. We have also 
a contradiction. Thus G is isomorphic to (iii). By considering characters of G, we 
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see that G-G(120) (see [6]). 
Now, assume that #G=15. Then G is cyclic. Assume that #G=30. Then G has 
a normal subgroup of order 15. This is absurd. Assume that #G = 45. Then G is 
abelian. This is absurd. Assume that #G = 90. Then G contains a subgroup of order 
45. This is absurd. 0 
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a non-cyclic subgroup of GL(4,C) of order n =2p3q 
(p, qz 1) which satisfies both CY- and RH-conditions. Then #G cannot be 48, 54, 
108 or 144 and G is GL(4,C)-conjugate to one of the following groups: 
(a) n=6. 
(1) G(2~3)=(G(3,2~3),B(l,l,-1,-l)); [0,6;2,2,2,2,2,2]. 
(2) G(2x3,2x6)=(G(3,2x3),B(1,1,-1,-1)); [1,6;2,2]. 
(3) G(3~2)=(G,(3),C(l,l,l,l)); ]0,6;2,2,3,3,31. 
(b) n=12. 
(1) G(2~2~3)=(G(6),A(l,-l,-1,l)); [0,12;2,2,3,6]. 
(2) G(2x2x3,8x9)=(G(3),A(-l,-1,1,1),A(1,-1,-1,1)); [0,12;6,6,6]. 
(3) G(2~6)=(G(6,2~6),B(l, 1,-1,-l)); [0,12;2,2,2,2,2]. 
(4) G(6x2)=(G(6,6x2), C(l, 1, 1, 1)); [0, 12;2,2,3,6]. 
(5) G(12,24)= (A(-1, -1, 1, l),H(l, l,l, 1)); [l, 12;2]. 
(6) G(3x4)=(A(-l,-l,1,1),H(1,1,l,o)); [0,12;2,3,3,3]. 
(c) n=18. 
(1) G(18)=(G(9, 18),B(l,l,-1,-l)); [0,18;2,2,3,3]. 
(2) G(9~2,9~4)=(G(9,9~4),F(-1,-1,-1,-l)); [0,18;2,2,3,3]. 
(3) G(3~6,9~4)=(G(9,9~4),B(l,l,-1,-l)); [0,18;2,2,3,3]. 
(4) G(18,4~9)=(G,(6),A(o,~~,wx)); [0,18;3,6,6]. 
(5) G(18,9x8)=(A(1,1,w,w2),C(1,1,1,1)); [0,18;3,6,6]. 
(d) n = 24. 
(1) G(24)=(B(-l,l,l,-l),H(l,l,l,l)); [0,24;2,2,2,4]. 
(2) G(24,8x9)=(G(3),A(-l,1,-1,1),B(-l,1,1,-1)); [0,24;2,6,12]. 
(3) H(24) = (A(i, -i, i, -i), K); [0,24; 3,4,6]. 
(e) n=36. 
(1) G(4~9)=(G(18,4~9),E(l,-l,-1,l)); [0,36;2,6,6]. 
(2) G(36,8~9)=(G(3),A(-1,-l, 1, l),N(l, 1, 1, 1)); [0,36;3,3,6]. 
(3) G(9~4)=(G(9~2,9~4),B(l,l,-1,-l)); [0,36;2,2,2,3]. 
(4) G(9x4,9x8)=(G(18,9x8),F(-l,-1,-1,-1)); [0,36;2,6,6]. 
(5) G(4x9,9x8)=(A(1,1,0,w2),G(1,1,-1,-l)); [0,36;3,4,4]. 
(f) n-72. 
(1) G(8 x 9) = (G(3), G(24)); [0,72; 2,3,12]. 
(2) G(9~8)=(G(18,9~8),B(l,l,-1,-l)); [0,72;2,4,6]. 
Proof. We shall prove (e). The proof of the other cases is similar and omitted. 
G is not abelian and G has a normal subgroup N of order 18 or 12. If #N= 18, 
then N=G(18), H(18), G(18,4x9), G(18,9x8), G(3x6,9x4) or G(9x2,9x4). 
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H(18) is obviously excluded. From G(18,4x9) and G(18) we have G-G(4x9). 
From G(9x2,9x4) we have G-G(9x4), G(9x4,9x8) or G(4~9,9x8). From 
G(18,9~8) we have G-G(9~4,9~8). From G(3~6,9~4) we have G-G(9~4). 
If #N= 12, we assume that G does not contain a subgroup of order 18. N is one 
of G(12), G(12,8x9), G(2x2x3), G(2x2x3,8x9), G(2x6), G(6x2), G(12,24) 
and G(3 x 4). If N= G(12), then G is abelian or G has a subgroup of order 18. If 
N= G(12,8 x 9) or G(2 x 2 x 3), then G is abelian. If N= G(2 x 6) or G(6 x 2), then 
Ghasasubgroupoforder18.FromN=G(2x2x3,8x9)wehaveG-G(36,8~9). 
From N= G(12,24) we have G- G(36,8 x 9). If N= G(3 x 4), then we are reduced 
to the case N=G(12,24). 
Now, assume #G = 48. Since G is solvable, it has a normal subgroup N of order 
16 or 24. If #N= 16, then N=H(16,32), H(16,16) or H(8 x 2,32). Each of them 
has a cyclic subgroup of order 8 as a characteristic subgroup. Hence we are reduced 
to the case #N= 24. If #N= 24, then N= G(24), G(24,8 x 9) or H(24). By con- 
sidering RH(N), only G(24) is possible. However G(24) contains an element 
g-A(o, w2, 1,l). On the other hand, JEG since G has a 2-Sylow subgroup of 
order 16. However Jg is an element of order 6 which is non-existent. Assume 
#G= 144. G has a normal subgroup of order 72 or 48. For the former we have a 
contradiction from RH(G). For the latter it is excluded as has been seen above. 
Assume #G = 54. Then G has a 3-Sylow subgroup of order 27. By the same reason 
#G=108 does not occur. 0 
We have considered all groups whose orders satisfy the Riemann-Hurwitz rela- 
tion. 
It is easy to see the following proposition. The proof is omitted. 
Proposition 2.5. We have an inclusion (up to GL(4,C)-conjugate) relation among 
groups obtained in Propositions 2.1-2.4 as follows: 
(I) Hyperelliptic case. 
(1) H(40) > {H(20,20), H(2 x 10,40), H(5 x 4,40), H(lO, 20), H(5,20), H(5 x 
2,20), H(lO, 40)). 
(2) H(32,32)> (H(8 x 2,32), H(2 x 4,2 x 4), H(2 x 2), H(16,32), H(8,16), 
H(4), H(l6,16), H(8,8)>. 
(3) ~(24) 1 {H(6), H(2)). 
(4) H(18)>H(9,18). 
(II) Non-hyperelliptic case. 
(1) G(120)>{G(60,120), G(20,120), G(5x2), G(5,5x2)}. 
(2) G(8 x 9)> {G(36,8 x 9), G(24,8 x 9), G(24), G(12,24), G(3 x 4), G(2 x 
2x3,8x9), G(2+2), G(12,8x9), G(4,8), G(2)}. 
(3) G(9~8)>{G(9~4,9~8), G(4x9,9x8), G(18,9x8), G(9x4), G(3x6, 
9x4), G(9x2,9x4), G(9,9x4)}. 
(4) G(4x9)>G(18,4x9). 
(5) G(18)> G(9,18). 
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G(15)>G(5). 
G(~x~)zI{G(~x~,~x~), G(3,2x3), G(3,2x3), G(6,2x6), G(2x3)). 
G(6x2)>{G(6,6x2), G,(3), G(3x2)). 
G(2~2~3)>{G(6,4~3), G(6), G(2x2), G(3)}. 
G(12)>{G(4), G,(6), G,(3), G,(2)). 
G(lO). 
G(8,8). 0 
Now, we shall show that the left-hand groups of Proposition 2.5 satisfy the EX- 
condition. We construct @ : T-t G as follows: 
(I) (1) H(40). Put [-[le. 
@(Y,) =A([, r2, r3* C4), @(Y2) = C(l, c’, r3, 14), @(Y3) = C(Y2, c4, cs r*). 
(2) H(32,32). Put 5=[Uj. 
@(r,) =A(<, r3,r5> 17), @(Y2) = C(C, r3, r5, C7), Q(Y3) = C(Y2, r6, r’9 l14). 
(3) N(24). See [7]. 
@(yl) = K2 * A(i, -i, i, -i)3, @(y2) =A(i, -i, i, -i)3, @(y3) = J. K. 
(4) H(18). Put [=&s. 
$05) =A([, r3, r5, C7), $02) =a89 P, c4, C2), Q(Y3) =J. 
The other cases are quite easy and omitted. 
(II) (1) G(120). See [6] and [2, p.291. Put (-5s. 
;$l);L * WL 19 19 11, @(Y2)=-4(i, r2, r3, C4) * ml, 191, 03, 0(Y3) =A(r,r2, r3, 
* . 
(2) G(8 x 9). 
@(y,)=M(-l,l,l,-l), @(Y2)=H(-co2w2, --02, co), @(y3) = B(-o, w, w, -co2). 
(3) G(9 x 8). 
@(y,)=R(l, l, -a, -a2), @(Yz) = WI, 1, -02, -co), @(y3) = C(l, l, l, 1). 
(4) G(4x9). Put c=&j. 
@(Y,) =A([, r> r2, -l), @(Y2) =E(C5, -r5, -r4, -l), Q(Y3) =E(l, -1, -1, 1). 
(5) G(l8). 
@(rl) =A(w, 0, ~,a~), ~902) =A(w 1, a2, a), 003) =B(L 1, -1, -I), Q(y4) = 
B(co~,co, -1, -1). 
The other cases are quite easy and omitted. We owe Kimura for the expression 
in G(120). 
It remains to show that these groups are GL(4, C)-conjugate to R(X, AG) for some 
X of genus 4 and some AG (CAut(X)). However, this is easily seen from the con- 
crete expression of elements of the groups. See the end of Section 1. 
Now, it is easy to see that R(X, AG) satisfies both CY- and RH-conditions. Hence 
summarizing the propositions in Sections 1 and 2 we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(g, C) (g = 3 or 4). Then the following 
two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There is a compact Riemann surface X of genus g and an automorphism 
group AG (cAut(X)) such that R(X,AG) is GL(g,C)-conjugate to G. 
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(2) G satisfies the CY-condition and the RH-condition. 
Appendix. Let r be a Fuchsian group given in the Preliminaries and let G be a finite 
subgroup of GL(g,C) which satisfies the CY- and RH- and EX-conditions. Then 
there exist an X of genus g and an AG isomorphic to G. Further let c E G with 
#(a) = m > 1 and let v E Z with (v, m) = 1. If we have, with the surjective homomor- 
phism @ : r+ G, 
for every cr E G, then there exists R(X, AG) which is GL(g, C)-conjugate to G. Thus 
in each genus, there is a finite procedure for deciding which groups arise with 
GL(g, C)-conjugacy from Riemann surfaces. 
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